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In this issue of "llford News"we publish the first of a series 
of articles dealing with the factors which influence camera 
exposure by Dr. G. B. Harrison of llford Research Labora
tory. These articles are intended to give the reader a 
general understanding of, for example, the mechanism of 
lighting, and subject brightness, rather than detailed 
practical information. In this way it is hoped that the 
reader will be materially assisted in estimating exposure 
accurately, especially with the aid of one of the many 
exposure meters available. · It is well known that no expo
sure meter is infallible and the greaterthe understanding of 
the user the greater the chance of correct estimation. The 
exposure meters themselves, their advantages and short
comings, will be dealt with towards the end of the series. 

The · Theory of Exposure 
Si1Dply Explained 

1. THE LIGHT SOURCE 
By G. B. Harrison, Ph.D., F.R.P.S. 

A subject is visible to the~ eye as a 
result of variations in light and shade, and 
colour. A subject would be visible by 
vinue of variations in light and shade 
alone, an ordinary photograph being an 
excellent example. In addition to record
ing variations in light and shade or tone 
the photographic plate records variations 
in colour, but converts them into tone 
variations. The manner in which this is 
done will be discussed later, but for the 
present purpose it will be sufficient to 
consider that all subjects are made of 
varying depths of grey, or simply to 
neglect the colour variations by assuming 
that colours are converted into grey tones 
by some fixed but as yet undetermined 
plan. 

A subject having no tone variations or 
colour variations would be invisible both 
to the eye and the camera. The tones of a 
subject vary for two fundamental reasons : 

I. Different parts of the subject receive 
different amounts of light. 

2. Different parts of the subject reflect 
different proportions of the incident 
light. 

different proportions of incident light, 
whereas the light and shade of a stone 
pillar in sunlight is due to the fact that the 
side of the pillar facing the sun receives 
more light than the side turned away from 

the sun, the latter receiving only sunlight 
after reflection by the clouds and sur
rounding objects. 

It is the purpose of photography to re
produce the tones, and light and shade of a 
subject reasonably accurately so that the 
final photograph is a sufficientlylfaithful 
representation of the subject to be con
vincing. Let us therefore start at the 
beginning and examine the light which is 
lighting the subject ; we will suppose 
this to be the sun shining in a sky gener
ously supplied with white clouds. We 
might equally well consider an indoor 
subject illuminated by a single incan
descent lamp with no shade or reflector. 
The walls of the room would have to be 
light in colour so that light reflected from 
the walls would correspond with light re
flected from the sky and clouds. 

The light falling on our subject con
sists altogether of three parts-direct light 
from the sun or source, and light scattered 
by clouds or walls. The third part which 
varies considerably with different subjects 
and which may be very important in 
certain circumstances, is light reflected 
from one part of the subject or neighbour
ing objects on to other parts of the sub
ject. This is made use of particularly in 

A black c~at and a. white shirt r~pre- Action pictures taken on the new llford H.P.2 Plate by the Daily Sketch photographer at Krone 
sent two articles which reflect widely Circus, Agricultural Hall, by the ordinary illumination of the circus ring. 
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outdoor cinematography and indoor 
photography when white "reflectors" are 
used to illuminate the shadow side of the 
subject to reduce the hardness of the 
lighting. 

Now let us consider the effect of such 
lighting on a subject. As a subject we will 
choose a ball-say a white tennis ball, be
cause a ball presents a bit of surface facing 
in all possible directions. Suppose now 
the only source of light were the sun, 
there are no clouds, the sky is black (as it 
would be except for the stars if the earth 
had no atmosphere) and the ball is sup
ported above a black earth. (The corre
sponding conditions in ourindoorexample 
would be a single source illuminating the 
tennis ball in a room painted entirely in 
matt black.) Part of the ball would be 
illuminated by the source and the other 
part would be invisible. In fact we should 
be observing a small model of our moon as 
seen at first or last quarter. The invisible 
part of the moon's disc is invisible be
cause there are no objects like clouds, 
atmospheres or adjacent solid bodies to 
reflect light on to the portion of the moon 
not directly illuminated by the sun. As a 
matter of fact, on a clear night the in
visible part of the moon's disc can actually 
be seen, it must therefore be illuminated. 

The very small amount of necessary 
light comes from the stars and by reflection 
from the part of the earth which is 
illuminated by the sun. A photograph of 
the tennis ball taken by the light from the 
source only would not even convey the 
impression that it was spherical, but in 
practice the clouds and sky or other re
flecting objects always provide light to 
make the shadows visible. The sky-light 
(including blue sky and clouds) con
sidered alone may illuminate practically 
the whole of the ball, but this requires 
that there shall be no objects within a 
considerable distance of the ball, and in 
any case the illumination will not be 
uniform. The top of the ball will receive 
the most light because it receives light 
from the whole sky ; a point half-way 
towards the bottom will receive less be
cause it receives light from only half the 
sky, and as the lowest point is approached 
the incident light becomes very small. It 
is here that reflection from the ground and 
neighbouring objects becomes apparent, 
because if the ground under the ball con
sists of, say, a large expanse of sand it will 
act in a similar way to the sky only on the 
lower half of the ball, that is to say the 
lowest point will receive the most light 
from the sand and the top the least, but in 
general the amount of light contributed 
by the ground will be less than that con
tributed by the sky. 

White reflectors placed at various 
places can be made to alter the distribu
tion of the reflected light of the third type 

very considerably. For example, a rela
tively large white reflecting surface placed 
on the opposite side of the ball to the 
source can cause nearly as much light to 
reach the ''shadow" side as reaches the 
side directly exposed to the sun. 

The total amount of light reaching 
any point on the suface of the ball is the 
sum of the three separate components 

Parallel light passing through the window falls 
on a piece of white card on the opposite wall. 
The width of the light patch is AB. When the 
card is tilted the width of the patch measured 
on the card becomes CD which is obviously 
greater than AB. The same amount of light is 
therefore spread over a larger area. 

considered, and as we shall see later the 
direction from which the light comes is 
also important. Due to variations in the 
amount and distribution of clouds in the 
sky and the still greater possibilities of 
variation in the direction and amount of 
reflected light from neighbouring objects, 
the actual distribution of light on the ball 
may vary very considerably in different 
instances. A few simple imaginary cases 
have already been considered, e.g., light 
received from the source alone, from the 
sky alone and the ground alone. In 
addition, it is instructive to imagine that 
the sun is not shining (completely ob
scured by heavy cloud), that the clouds 
are equally bright all over the sky, and the 
ball is situated over a perfectly white 
ground of considerable extent of the same 
brightness as the sky. Under these condi
tions the ball would be indistinguishable 
from a flat white disc. Such lighting 
would be described as extremely flat 
giving no "modelling," i.e., no clue to the 
roundness of the object. The other ex
treme is that produced if the ball were 
illuminated by the sun only, when the 
shadow side would be almost invisible. 
This condition may be approximated 
when the sun shines in a clear deep blue 
sky and there are no bright objects ad-

jacent to the ball. Blue sky does not 
provide so much light as the clouds, and 
this explains the fact which we shall under
stand later that longer exposures are 
usually necessary on a cloudless day than 
in a relatively cloudy but sunny period. 

Before passing on to the nature of the 
subject there is one other factor relating 
to the light which must be considered. 
Imagine the sun is low down on the 
horizon, it will set in i hour, it is shining 
through a small window in the room throw
ing a patch of bright sunlight on the 
opposite wall, this patch will be about the 
same size as the window if the line joining 
the window and the sun is nearly perpen
dicular to the walls. Take a large piece of 
white card, place it against the wall and 
draw a line round the patch of light. Now 
lift one side of the cardboard away from 
the wall so that it makes an appreciable 
angle with the wall. (See illustration.) The 
patch of sunlight will now be found to 
cover much more of the card than the 
original outline as shown in the sketch. 

The same amount of light was getting 
through the window in each instance, it is 
inconceivable that the angle of the card 
influences the amount of light getting 
through the window, therefore the_ same 
amount of light is being spread over a 
larger area. Th( amount of light per unit 
area is therefore smaller. In the case of 
the tennis ball the amount of light re
ceived direct from the sun will vary be
cause only one tiny area is perpendicular 
to the sun's rays, the maximum light will 
be received by the surface lying on the 
line joining the centre of the ball tp the 
sun, and the light will fall off the zero on 
the circle dividing the ball in half perpen
dicular to this line. This effect of the 
varying amount of light falling per unit 
area due to the obliquity of the sun's rays 
is partly responsible for the difference be
tween summer and winter in this country. 
In summer in England the sun reaches 
high into the heavens at mid-day but only 
rises relatively little above the horizon in 
winter. The amount of light and heat is 
therefore greater per unit area of earth in 
the summer than in the winter. Another 
cause of the difference in temperature be
tween the English summer and winter is 
that the sun shines for a greater propor
tion of the day in summer than in winter. 
The sun is above the horizon in London 
for about 16,} hours on June 21st and less 
than 8 hours on December 2ISt. 

The amount of light per unit area 
falling on the subject is of importance in 
estimating exposure, but the resulting 
brightness of the subject is the controlling 
factor. The nature of the surface of the 
various parts of the subject also influence 
the brightness. We shall therefore next 
consider the true meaning of brightness 
and consider the effect of the reflecting 
surface on subject brightness. 
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Going to the circus with the camera 
is a very exciting pastime ; and all the 
more fun with the great variety of sub
jects. Rapid changes from high-speed 
work to very ordinary exposures will keep 
you and your shutter busy. 

Circus photography is of course, 
strictly speaking, identical with action 
photography. Many shots will demand 
very careful observation of fast and con
tinuous movement, both on the spot and 
in the circular space of the ring. The 
rapi~ity of movement will determine the 
necessary shutter speed, or conversely, 
smaller lens apertures will restrict the 
choice of subject to slow moving turns, or 
to comparatively still moments. The 
latter always occur, and careful observa
tion will enable owners of simpler cameras 
to get very good pictures. Their success 
will depend on just the very same point 
so essential to rapid work, namely to 
seize your opportunity ! 

Careful timing should be the watch
word for circus photography. When 
very quick work is indicated it is advis
able to release the shutter slightly in 

Some secretaries are now busy com
piling their 1939-40 syllabuses and we 
are, therefore, repeating details of the 
Ilford Lantern Lecture service which we 
gave in No. 1 of Iljord N ews. 

Secretaries wishing to book these 
lectures should apply for the Ilford 
Limited lecture form which merely re
quires the dates and address to be filled in. 

BEITER PICTURE-MAKING 
Intended for young photographers and for 
school audiences. Deals with the necessary 
characteristics of film, beginners' faults, light
ing, portraits, etc., and gives hints on pictorial 
photography. Finely illustrated and based on 
the Selo Text Book of Amateur Photography. 

50 slides. 
FAULTS IN NEGATIVES 
Most instructive. It is not pretended that 
every possible fault is dealt with but all usual 
faults are illustrated and general guidance to 
the identifying of more unusual faults is given. 

NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY 
The various kinds of artificial light are ex
plained. Street scenes, floodlighting, theatre 
scenes, moonlight, lightning and indoor snap
shots are described and fully illustrated. 

48 slides. 
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advance of the moment you want to 
capture. Otherwise the inevitable time
lag between releasing and fully opening 
the shutter will lose the right moment. 

The light-intensity in the circus ring 
is usually sufficient to enable you to cope 
with very fast movement. The two 
accompanying shots were taken at a 
1 /2ooth sec. at f /1.5 on Selo H .P.2. 
I have even used f/2.2 with the same 
shutter speed. 

But here is another hint : watch the 
position of the lights very carefully. 
Modern negative material used with wide 
aperture lenses has proved that both films 
and lenses can stand up to most exacting 
demands. Careful observation of the 
positions of lighting units in relation to 
the photographed object and the photo
grapher's own position can lead to 
excellent results of technically daring 
photographs. Modern rapid panchro
matic films, quite especially Selo H.P.2. 
have in my own experience shown com
plete freedom from halation when sensibly 
used and processed. 

Chiefly for 
Secretaries 

PHOTOGRAPHY SERVES MANKIND 
Uses of photography in astronomy, research, 
medical science, sport, exploration, industry 
and news are among the subjects dealt with. 
Suitable for an audience of the general public 
on an "open night" and of great instructional 
value to school audiences. 

PANCHROMATISM 
Rather technical and suitable chiefly for 
advanced photographic society audiences. Very 
detailed and fully illustrated. Based on the 
text book "Panchromatism" ......... 47 slides. 

COLOUR FILTERS 
Very technical and suitable for advanced 
photographic society audiences . . . . . . 69 slides. 

INFRA-RED PHOTOGRAPHY 
Not too technical. The interesting properties 
of infra-red radiation are described and their 
u seful photographic applications fully illus
trated. Of special value to school science 
masters ........... . ... .. ... . . . . ... . ........ 54 slides. 

Exposure and development have a 
very great deal to do with an ultimately 
satisfying, clean technical result. Over
exposure, in my own opinion, is more 
dangerous in miniature work than reason
able under-exposure. A dense over
exposed negative will show a strong 
tendency to grain, while a moderately 
under-exposed negative can be :-

(a) Slightly over-developed without 
any evil result. 

(b) Printed successfully on a harder 
paper. 

Selo H .P.2. is particularly suitable to 
this type of work by reason of the good 
and not too steep gradation readily 
obtainable with slight over-development. 
Development should, however, not l::e 
carried too far in order to avoid light 
scatter in the emulsion. 

Circus photography demands thought 
and consideration of these problems. Any
one taking the trouble to experiment and 
practise will be rewarded with good 
results in particularly favourable and 
cheerful surroundings. 

Details have not been finally settled 
for personal lectures next season but it is 
almost certain that the same arrange
ments as existed for 1938-39 will be 
made, which are as follows :-

Mr. S. Bridgen, F .R.P.S., will give a 
series of lectures, all of which have proved 
exceedingly popular with Photographic 
Societies for several years. 

Mr. Donald Allen, F.R.P .S., will lec
ture chiefly in the Midlands, but arrange
ments can be made for him to visit other 
districts. His lecture - "Portraiture by 
Artificial Light" -has been extraordinarily 
well received and will be repeated in 1939-
40 and he will also deal with other subjects 
if required. 

In London and suburbs Mr. H. Alfred 
Hayes will be available for technical 
demonstrations. Mr. Hayes is a very 
popular demonstrator and is always sure 
of a generous welcome from any society 
he visits. 

Mr. Jas. Neil in Scotland and N orth 
of England and Mr. J. Allan Cash in 
London and the South of England will 
be also available to lecture on Miniature 
matters and in addition will tackle other 
subjects if required. 
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When I decided last June to photo
graph the Little Owl by flashlight it was 
not only for the purpose of indulging in 
one of the most interesting phases of 
natural history photography. This type 
of work, in which contact with nature 
seems to be rendered more intimate by 
the darkness, has always appealed to me, 
but on this occasion I was anxious to 
supplement certain information which had 
been obtained by the British Trust for 
Ornithology in connection with the feed
ing habits of the Little Owl. From 
February, 1936 to July, 1937, the Trust 
had been conducting an investigation 
throughout the length and breadth of the 
country, and in this it was assisted by a 
large number of observers. The point at 
issue was whether this bird feeds mainly 
upon insects and is thus beneficial to the 
countryside as a whole, or whether it 
attacks game chicks and small song birds. 
According to whether the one or the other 
version was believed, it was held either 
that the Little Owl should receive protec
tion or that it should be ruthlessly 
exterminated. 

The main evidence collected by the 
Trust consisted of 2,460 pellets or cast
ings, which were submitted to analysis. A 
pellet, it should be explained, is a small 
mass of indigestible matter which the 
bird ejects through the bill after each 
meal, and it is possible by examination to 
ascertain from it what the bird has eaten. 
The result of the pellet analysis was that 
the diet appears to consist almost wholly 
of insects-beetles, earwigs, daddy-long
legs, moths and worms-although occa
sional evidence did appear that attacks 
had been made on small chicks. These 
cases were rare and seemed to be confined 
to a few individual birds. 

Such an authoritative enquiry might 
well be thought to satisfy the scruples of 
anyone with an interest in the habits of the 
bird, but from conversations which I sub
sequently had with landowners and game
keepers, I found that such was by no 
means the case, and the Little Owl was 

By ERIC ). HOSKING 
F.R.P.S., M.B.0.U. 

Flashlight photograph of the Little Owl with 
Ground Beetle. Taken on llford Soft Gradation 
Panchromatic Plate with Bf' Serrac lens at f/ 11 
and large Sashalite bulb. 

still being subjected to rigorous treatment. 
I felt, therefore, an urge to examine the 
question for myself, and if possible to 
produce evidence of a more vivid nature 
than that in existence, by means of photo
graphs taken of the birds whilst actually in 
the course of conveying food to the young 
in the nest. Such evidence, I thought, 
although not of a more scientific nature 

than that already adduced, might have a 
greater appeal because of its novelty. 

The Little Owl as a rule feeds during 
the late evening and night, so that day
light photographs would have been of 
little value, and accordingly I made my 
preparations for night photography. After 
finding suitable nesting sites, I erected 
hiding-places some 6 feet away, which 
were left in position for a few days to 
ensure ready acceptance on the part of the 
birds. One of these hides was built 
opposite the entrance of a rabbit hole, 
which was being utilised for a nest, whilst 
another was adjacent to an old brick 
building, in the roof of which the Owls 
had nested. As soon as I judged it 
prudent to begin work, my usual method 
of procedure was to walk to the hide 
accompanied by a friend who would leave 
me ostentatiously after the apparatus had 
been properly arranged. This strategy 
was to deceive the birds into thinking that 
no one was left behind, as they are unable 
to count, and cannot distinguish between 
one and two. 

The flashlight apparatus which I use 
consists of a Sashalite reflector with 
battery and bulb holder which was fixed 
into position so that the main lighting was 
directed on the site of the nest. Wires 
from this apparatus were brought inside 
the hide, and coupled to the camera 
shutter. The camera which I have found 
to be most serviceable for this type of 
work is an old Sanderson t plate field 
camera, fitted with an 8f' Serrac lens and 
Luc shutter. When working with the 
large Sashalite bulbs at the distance men
tioned above, I stopped down to f /II for 
Ilford Soft Gradation Panchromatic 
plates, and f /16 for Selo Hypersensitive 
Panchromatic film packs. 

As a rule I did not have to wait very 
long once my companion was out of sight, 
before one of the parent birds would 
alight near the nest. Sometimes !t would 
act in a manner contrary to my wishes, by 
endeavouring to hurry directly to the nest 
without hesitation, thus giving me no 
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opportunity to take a photograph. But 
this action I found I could interrupt by 
making a small scratching sound with my 
finger nail, which generally had the effect 
of causing the bird to hesitate and turn its 
head, so as to face the camera. At that 
moment I would release the flash . 

Now it might be thought that such a 
sudden bright light would disturb the 
Owls unduly, but in practice I found that 
this was not the case. They would gener
ally blink and regard the camera lens in a 
very comical manner, but in no instance 
did I observe that they were at all 
frightened. A few seconds later, in fact, 
they would approach the nest as though 
nothing had happened. I would then give 
the bird time to feed the chicks and leave 
the nest before putting my hand out 
through the roof of the hide to change the 
flash bulbs. This action was not suffici
ently conspicuous to attract undue atten
tion, as would have been so had I emerged 
bodily. 

Whilst it was still dusk, visits to the 
nest by one bird or the other would be 
frequent, but when it became really dark 
the intervals were more prolonged, and 
might last as much as half to three
quarters of an hour. During the dusk I 
was sometimes able to see the food which 
the birds were carrying in their beaks, but 
after dark I had, of course, to rely entirely 
upon the camera. Both methods of 
observation gave evidence only of in
sectivorous diet, such as can be plainly 

Flashlight photograph of the Little Owl with Cockchafer. Taken on Selo Hypersensitive 
Panchromatic filmpack with Bf' Serrac lens at f/16 and large Sashalite bulb. 

distinguished in the accompanying photo
graphs, and I was thus able to endorse the 
findings of the British Trust for Ornith
ology. 

I can heartily recommend this phase 
of natural history photography quite apart 
from any scientific value it may possess. I 
think the explanation of my methods 
which I have given, may prove useful, but 

Flashlight photograph of the Little Owl with Yellow Un derwing Moth . Taken on llford Soft 
Gradation Panchromatic Plate with Bf' Serrac lens at f/11 and large Sashalite bulb. 

there is one further point I would stress. 
It is better to rely upon the ears rather 
than upon the eyes in night work, for 
imagination seems to play greater havoc 
with the sight than with the hearing. 
Listen chiefly for the sound of the bird's 
claws as it alights; then attract its atten
tion as already described before firing the 
flash. I shall be surprised if you are dis
appointed with the results. 

····················································· 

You recently kindly sent me a 
sample of Plastika and I had an 
opportunity of bringing it to the 
notice of our members at the 
last meeting of this Society. 

For this purpose I made a num
ber of enlargements from 
different types of negatives and 
all of us were impressed by the 
ease of working and the excel
lence of the results obtained
so much so that we decided to 
use Plastika for our next exhibi
tion pictures ! 

Vide Letter from Photo
graphic Society Secretary 

·················· ................................. . 
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THE TESTING OF 
PHOTOG-RAPHIC MATERIALS 

, .By S. 0. RAWLING, D.Sc., F./ .C., F.R.P.S. 

The maJ:\ufacture of photographic materials is by no . means a simple 
matter and the maintenance of quality is rendered possible only by strict 
attention to every detail of manufacture and by rigid testing at every stage 
throughout the process. 

Each batch of photographic material 
has a Record Card which begins with the 
first examination of the raw base and is 
continued until the packed product 
reaches the Despatch Room. In this way 
it is possible to track faults of one kind and 
another to individual machines and opera
tors with a minimum of wastage of time 
or of material. Whilst all of these tests 
are important to the manufacturer and of 
course to the photographer, who neces
sarily relies on the manufacturer, the 
photographer is more likely to be inter
ested in the tests made upon the sensitive 
material immediately before its despatch 
to ensure that the product will respond to 
light in the proper fashion, that it will have 
the correct speed, contrast and latitude 
and that it will meet the purpose for which 
it has been designed. Because we believe 
these tests to be of interest a brief resume 
is given herewith of the methods of testing 
which are employed by the manufacturer. 

One of the simplest ways of testing a 
photographic negative material is to ex
pose it under a variety of shutter and 
aperture settings in a camera. From the 
series of negatives obtained after develop
ing, etc., it may be estimated, either by 
visual inspection or by printing, which of 
the exposures was adequate. Some idea 
will also be obtained of the grade of 
printing paper which will be necessary 
for average use with this particular nega
tive material when developed in the 
particular manner employed for the 
experiment. 

Here then we have what appears to be 
a very simple way of finding the speed and 
contrast of a material, but it is not quite 
so simple as it seems. 

The illumination of the subject, or 
light value, must be recorded. If it is not, 
on another day, when the light is different, 
some error in exposure must occur. Even 
when this is looked after the results are 
applicable only to the one subject. Finally, 
unless the same camera be used, and this 
one working in exactly the same way on all 
occasions, errors due to inaccurate shutter 
and apertures will occur. 

For daily testing of output of films and 
plates such a test would be useless to a 

manufacturer. A " pictorial" test could 
however be used with great effect for this 
purpose. This is the twin lens camera 
test. The apparatus consists really of two 
exactly similar cameras mounted side by 
side. The standard film is loaded into one 
camera, the film under test into the other. 
Exposure on both films is then made 
simultaneously and the resulting nega
tives are compared. The results of such 
an experiment are expressed in the follow
ing way : for example, the test film is 
faster than the standard film, it is more 
contrasty and it has more veil, etc. We 
can, of course, also judge whether or not 
the differences are large or small, but we 
cannot express their values in numbers. 
By a few further experiments of the same 
kind we can however make a numerical 
estimate of the ratio of the speeds. This is 
done by altering the stop values on one of 
the cameras and repeating the experiment 
until the two films appear to have received 
equal exposures. Suppose that when this 
has been done the stop number used for 
the standard film is f /8 and for the test 
film it is f / 11, we can then say that the 
speed of the test film is double that of the 
standard. Speed however is the only one 
of the main characteristics of a negative 
material which can be evaluated by the 
use of the twin lens camera method. 
Contrast cannot be expressed in numeri
cal form by this method and indeed if the 
contrast of the test film is very different 
from that of the standard, the comparison 
of speed values becomes very inaccurate. 
The twin lens camera method of testing 
materials in the past has been very useful 
in checking the daily output of a factory . 
Large differences between the qualities 
of standard material and of the new~ 
material do not then exist, because ) \: 
standard of each type of manufacture can 
be used and the method is thus used under 
the best possible conditions. 

The main advantages of the method 
are its simplicity and the rapidity with 
which results are obtained. 

, <, • 

But such methods of testing are purely 
relative and cannot guard against the 
insidious drifting of the qualities of the 
standards used. f used alone they can 
lead to something like chaos, and it is 

necessary to have other methods of testing 
by which the behaviour of the materials 
can be expressed in terms of numbers 
which are based on ordinary well-k~own 
physical and engineering quantities. The 
results are therefore not dependent en 
standards of comparison which are them
selves liable to vary. All such methods are 
included in what is called sensitometry 
and may be used in addition to, or in place 
of, the comparative method. Sensitometry 
depends on the measurement of the 
blackening (density) produced by develop
ing, fixing and drying (all under specified 
conditions) a film which has been exposed 
for a measured time to light of standardised 
quality and measured intensity. The 
necessary apparatus consists of three 
parts:-

r. The Sensitometer, which is an 
exposure machine comprising the 
standard lamp and the shutter for 
giving exposures of exactly mea
sured times. 

2. The means for developing and 
finishing the films under precisely 
specified conditions. 

3. The Density Meter for measuring 
the blackness of the image. 

In practice it is almost always arranged 
that a series of different exposures is given 
to a series of patches on the film . The 
range can be made to cover exposures so 
small as to produce no density at all up to 
exposures which are great enough to pro
duce very high densities. In this way the 
amount of light necessary to give the 
smallest useful density can be estimated. 
and this is one way of ascertaining the 
working speed of an emulsion. 

But the results can also be used to 
show how density builds up as the amount 
of light is increased. When this is known 
for the positive material as well as for the 
negative, the problems of tone rendering 
can be readily solved. 

For ordinary pictorial work it is rarely 
nece.ssai;y to know the complete and 
exact scn}sitometric character of negative 
and positive materials, but it is neverthe
less very helpful for the photograp4,er,1 to 
be able to think in terms of sensitometry, 
and so to achieve some special quality in 
his work by making intelligent changes in 
his technique. For the manufacturer of 
sensitive material, sensitometry is essen
tial. It is the yard stick against which he 
can test the photographic qualicy of all 
his products. 

A further article on Sensitometry will 
appear in Ilford News No. 4. 
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Diffieult Snbjeets 
Photographed 

Dartford-Porfleet 
Tunnel 

You often come up against difficult subjects and tackle them success
fully. Why not tell your fellow photographers how it was done? Let us have 
particulars, with illustrations, of any out-of-the-ordinary work which you 
have done. Such a feature would be of great interest and in addition would 
have an educational value. 

Here is an article by Mr. John Topham telling how he photographed the 
pilot tunnel of the Dartford-Purfleet tunnel. 

One of the chief drawbacks of photo
graphing the interiors of mines and tunnels 
under high pressure during construction, 
is that of mist, or in some cases, fog. 
Boosted up to thirty or thirty-five pounds 
to the square inch (or more) the air in 
tunnel excavations becomes warm, con
denses on the sides of the iron shell, makes 
everything wet, and to put it simply, is a 
modified form of a Turkish Bath ! 

Such were the conditions in the 
recently completed pilot tunnel of the 
Dartford-Purfleet Tunnel under the 
Thames, joining up Kent and Essex. As 
you probably know, the pilot tunnel is 
built first and the tunnel proper is en
larged upon that. Without going into 
many details, the two halves of the Kent 
and Essex workings met almost in the 
centre of the river bed, with only three
eighths of an inch out. 

The meeting was almost historical
or will be. But with little fuss, a few 
handshakes and some cheers among the 
miners, the work continues. 

Picturing the event for the National 
Press presented the writer with an unusual 
job. The; necessary doctor's certificate 
having previously been obtained on an 
earlier occasion, the subjecting to high 
pressure in two airlocks was at least borne 
with some feeling that uncomfortable as it 
was, no radical bodily harm would result. 

The first stage of the Dartford tunnel is now 
completed. The picture shows a veteran 
tunnel worker looking at the last eighteen 
inches of soil which will be got out by hand . The 
cutting edges of the shields, seen clearly, will 
go no further . 
Picture taken from the Kent Shield was taken 
under a working .pressure of 30 lbs. per square 
inch. 

By John Topham 
Going under pressure takes but a few 

minutes, say about eight or ten for the 
two locks. The first twenty pounds in the 
surface lock takes six or seven, and the 
rest are given up in getting the extra ten 
pounds or so in the lock below. But 
coming out takes many times as long. 
The decompression time varies according 
to the length of time spent below, and for 
the two hours spent in getting pictures, 
nearly three-quarters of an hour extra 
was taken to come out. 

For this job no special apparatus 
other than the press camera was used. 
This was a 9 X 12 cm. V.N. with Zeiss 
Tessar f /4.5 and a Ross XPres f /4. wide 
angle in a special interchangeable mount. 
From previous experience it was found 
that flashbulbs fired synchronously on the 
camera were useless. The light simply 
"flashed back" in the fog-and a black 
plate with no image was the result. The 
only way to overcome this is to silhouette 
the light in front of the camera. Within 
a reasonable distance this can be quite 
successful. All the pictures taken in 
Dartford tunnel were made in this way. 
The bulb (only one for each exposure) 
with one or two photoflood lamps, were 
carefully screened in front, by men or 
structure. With one exception, all were 
taken with the wide angle lens, atf /16 on 
Ilford H.S.Pan. plates (marked "double 
the speed"). No photofloods were used 
in the cheering picture. A miner fired 
one Sashalite bulb near the bottom of the 
tunnel, while the camera was held on a 
stand with shutter open. Through the 
noise of the workings, the cheers of the 
miners, and the pressure on the ears, the 
miner managed to hear the command of 
" fire" ! He did very well, 
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Both lenses were ''acclimatised" to 
the conditions, but even so had to be 
wiped over before every exposure. Even 
the darkslide sheaths had to be pocketed 
during the shot. All apparatus came in 
for a large amount of buffeting-from 
loose timbers and unseen obstructions, 
And parts of the )tunnel were under 
eighteen inches of water. One leg of the 
tripod was smashed, and the camera and 
slides had to_ be cleaned of clay and mud 

before they could be used on the next 
job. Old clothes and gum boots protected 
the operator. 

In all, seven photographs were taken, 
each being carefully planned for com
position and lighting-by lighting that 
had to be placed without first seeing how 
it would look-the light of the flashbulbs 
had to be judged as to where the rays 
would fall. No focussing was done by the 
screen, where the yards could be paced 

PRAISE THEM NOW! 
By J. C. Haywar<l 

Hon. Sec. , Windlesham Camera Club 

We heartily agree with the sentiments expressed by Mr. Hayward in the 
following article and subject to reserving the right to limit or restrict the 
length of such articles, according to the amount of other material we wish to 
print, we shall be pleased to allocate some space in ILFORD NEWS to show 
appreciation to these pioneers to whom photography, and the societies in 
particular, owe so much. 

The Ilford News, in its first numbers 
has struck a new note in photographic 
journalism, and as it is distributed to 
members of the 400 British photographic 
societies the field it covers is the widest 
possible, while its appeal is more per
sonal than that of any other publication. 

Among its readers will be hundreds 
of newcomers, like myself, who know 
hardly anything of the enormous amount 
of voluntary work performed behind the 
scenes of photographic societies by cer
tain persons-unheralded or reported 
anywhere-too often we read of the ex
cellent work done by these modest stal
warts-after they have passed on, which, 
to my mind is not the best way to acknow
ledge their constant and often self-sacri
ficing life service in the cause of photo
graphy. 

We all know how difficult it is to in
duce such honorary, and truly honourable 
workers to speak of their work, but it 
should be possible for somebody in each 
society, in touch with individuals who are 
giving their whole being to the cause of 
photography, to write of these people so 
that other photographers become ac
quainted with the efforts made for the 
common good. Such publicity in Ilf ord 
News would provide some measure of 
appreciation to the voluntary workers 
who have given their services ungrudg
ingly for many years and, although _th~se 
individuals would probably not mv1te 
publicity or thanks of this sort, it would 
provide some reward for services rendered 
while encouraging those "modems" who 
read the published tributes. 

As a comparative newcomer to the photo
graphic world (but a dabbler in photography 
for 30 years), and hon. secretary of a camera 
club for the last 3! years, I have made a num
ber of contacts with "old hands" who are 
doing, and have done much for the advance
ment of photography and, although I have no 
pretentions towards literary style or complete 
knowledge of individuals, I can give others an 
idea of the persons whom I have met and think 
should be more widely known for their extra
ordinary efforts on behalf of the hobby of 
hobbies. 

Every photographer has heard of that 
grand old man familiarly known as "The 
Walrus" (howdidhegethistitle?)-Mr. W . L. 
F. Wastell, Hon. F.R.P.S., and hundreds of 
experts, as well as beginners, probably read, 
before anything else, his weekly articles in 
The Amateur Photographer, but how many 
know that at the age of 75 he still travels the 
country giving his services as judge for exhibi
tions (he spent three hours at Windlesham 
last October, refusing all except coach fare and 
"something in a glass," in spite of a two hours' 
journey each way !). 

Another name ·well known in Central 
Association circles, is Mr. R. M. Fanstone, 
A.R.P.S., who lives at Romsey, Hants., where 
he is sacristan of the famous Abbey but, 
although so far from the centre his visits to 
Home Counties societies are as frequent as 
their popularity. It is nothing for Mr. Fan
stone to keep engagements at two or three 
places in one week, as far away from Romsey 
as Eastbourne (about 170 miles return journey 
by road) and, judging by Windlesham experi
ence when he gave a wonderfully descriptive 
and instructive lecture on "The New Forest," 
his expenses to the club he visits are usually 
nil! 

Among less well known behind-the
scenes-workers are Miss R. Noble, inde
fatigable Hon. General Secretary of the 
Hammersmith Hampshire House P.S., who 
spends many hours at R .P.S. premises, 
Russell Square, helping throughout 

out this was the mode, otherwise, by 
judgment. 

Though there is no "fake" about the 
action of the miners, their positions were 
altered to make the pictures more agree
able-and more lively. It was hard 
enough to take them as it was, without 
waiting for the men to form naturally an 
action shot full of life and good composi
tion. 

the year with the work entailed by inter
society competitions, etc. ; and Mr. R. H. 
Lawton, F.R.P.S., Hon. Treasurer of the 
R.P.S., who, in addition to his duties as 
Commentator for the new A.R.P.S. portfolio, is 
ready to undertake the work of judging and 
criticising bundles of prints any C.A. society 
cares to send him from time to time. All these 
friends of photographers in general have been 
carrying out their honorary work for many 
years, and many others known to clubs 
throughout the country, are deserving of 
public recognition now, before it is too late for 
them to know how much their services are 
valued. 

In my own club I have knowledge of the 
invaluable work done for photography by 
persons like Mrs. K. M . Parsons, A.R.P.S. 
(now tenth in the merit list of World Exhibi
tors for the past five years) ; Mr. H. M. Bond, 
A.R.P.S. (who, besides providing apparatus 
and money for club causes, is Commentator of 
the W.C.C. Specialists' portfolio) ; Mr. M. 
Dearman (who offers his "Composition" 
lecture to affiliated societies, and travels many 
miles in W .C .C. interest during 12 months) ; 
Mr. H. H. Muller (a founder-member whose 
duties as Hon. Treasurer must have cost him a 
large sum in 'bus fares, in addition to sacrifice 
of personal interests) ; Major L. H . Lloyd 
(whose interest and support at personal in
convenience have been of great benefit to the 
club) ; and many more stalwarts of all classes 
who have given time, money, and service in the 
cause of their local society. 

Up and down the country there must be 
hundreds of workers ignoring their own 
pleasure in the desire to serve others. All are 
worthy of the attention of every photographer, 
and if some public spirited writer in each 
society would gather particulars for an article 
about one of their own members, publication 
in Ilford News would do much to arouse en
thusiasm among others ,at the same time provid
ing appreciative encouragement for our un
selfish pioneers. Among members of the older 
societies should be many who can tell of the 
work done, and still being carried on by "old 
hands" whose examples could enthuse new life 
into younger societies. 

But do not leave the job to the hon. secre
tary ! He, poor man, is usually busy enough 
running the club, and although he will be most 
helpful in supplying details about individual 
workers the actual article could well be written 
by somebody with more time on his hands. 

And obituary notices are not wanted ! The 
articles can be bright, lively, humorously 
illustrated with anecdote, and full of instruc
tive example if all the facts about an unselfish 
worker are correlated into an appreciative 
story. 
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